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Working in Frenchay. 

 

My name is Tony O’Reilly and I worked in Frenchay Emergency Department (or 
‘Casualty’ to get Paul Younge worked up and give us a lecture on the matter) for a 
few months in 2001 but then as a Senior House Officer (SHO) in 2006/7.  Although 
not mentioned in the Guiness Book of Records I reckon that at 58 I must have been 
the oldest SHO in the Northern Hemisphere. 

In 2005 I had been doing GP locums and although loving General Practice found 
locum-ing lonely and isolating as well as somewhat de-skilling. I had started doing 
some more locums in ED early in 2006 and then applied to Dr Kirsten Jones to do an 
SHO post. Somewhat surprised, but very happy, I started work and found again what 
a joy it was to work in a busy team with our different skills validated and appreciated. 
I enjoyed meeting Marge again as we were both from Cornwall. It was good to be in 
a team again. 

Certain moments come to mind, some happy, some sad but usually always heart 
warming. 

 I hope this paragraph is appropriate, it was very moving. Midway through my 

stay I remember that the young wife of one of the Senior Nursing staff (I have 

his face but can remember his name – Ian I think) died at home. The feeling 

of grief, mixed with disbelief and a feeling of unfairness, united the whole 

team and at the (overfilled) funeral there was such a wonderful feeling of 

‘belonging’, peppered with tears, even though I had only been there for a little 

while. It was a awe inspiring and a moment I will always remember.  

 Another momentous event was when Mike, another Senior Nurse was 

shouted at very loudly by a drunken patient (such that the whole department 

could hear) to “Call me a fucking taxi”.   Our Mike calmly walked up to him and 

said, as requested, “You are a fucking taxi”.  Having not been able to ignore 

the dialogue, the whole department of staff and patients broke into laughter 

such that the patient got up and walked out. 

 Again, perhaps not for those not accompanied by Parents who are able to 

guide the reader, one night (and oh the night shifts, don’t you need a special 

sense of humour at 3am?) I had admitted a ‘Miss Stiff’.  Our Mike dutifully 

called the receiving Medical ward with the question “Do you want a large, 

pink, Stiffy?”.  As the conversation continued he said over the phone, “No, we 

only have one, you’ll have to make do” or something like that. Anyway you’d 

have to be there at the time!! 

 Inspiring nursing by so many people. The ability to relate well to completely 

different people with various conditions, be that a bruise to a cardiac arrest.  

One occasion came to mind by Chris Lacey, when he gave a distressed 

woman a warm hug – it could have been inappropriate but knowing Chris as 



we did it was JUST what was needed and she was very glad as I was proud 

to have seen it. 

 There were two other male nurses about my age, and again I have rusted 

away their names; but the age was like a little bond we had, laughing at the 

same corny situations that the younger staff would have groaned at!  On one 

occasion one of the patients reminded me of Basil Brush and I said “woof 

woof” in order to summarise the patient; we both laughed daftly to the dismay 

of the younger team members.  

 I remember also that working there got me very fit (in Fifties sort of way) as I 

would cycle there and back from St Werburghs. On one occasion I cycled 

back with Paul Younge, but realised he was in another (younger) league of 

fitness so did not repeat the experience! 

 In some ways I would have liked to continue working there but realised that I 

was slower than many of the team and that my skills were better suited to 

General Practice.  I did, and passed, the Advanced Life Support course but 

just failed in the Advanced Trauma and Life Support Course – this reminded 

me that I was better working in a slower environment!  Here, about 250kms 

from Darwin, I work with a 2 other doctors- a Registrar and an Intern and 

about 7 highly skilled nurses so it is the best of both worlds.  

 From the reception, to the Medical Secretaries to the Consultants I have 

happy memories and would like to thank them all for accepting me into their 

fold, 

 

Tony     

 

 

  


